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Abstract

Data in the real world tends to exhibit a long-tailed label
distribution, which poses great challenges for the training
of neural networks in visual recognition. Existing methods
tackle this problem mainly from the perspective of data quan-
tity, i.e., the number of samples in each class. To be specific,
they pay more attention to tail classes, like applying larger
adjustments to the logit. However, in the training process,
the quantity and difficulty of data are two intertwined and
equally crucial problems. For some tail classes, the features
of their instances are distinct and discriminative, which can
also bring satisfactory accuracy; for some head classes, al-
though with sufficient samples, the high semantic similarity
with other classes and lack of discriminative features will
bring bad accuracy. Based on these observations, we pro-
pose Adaptive Logit Adjustment Loss (ALA Loss) to ap-
ply an adaptive adjusting term to the logit. The adaptive ad-
justing term is composed of two complementary factors: 1)
quantity factor, which pays more attention to tail classes,
and 2) difficulty factor, which adaptively pays more atten-
tion to hard instances in the training process. The difficulty
factor can alleviate the over-optimization on tail yet easy in-
stances and under-optimization on head yet hard instances.
The synergy of the two factors can not only advance the per-
formance on tail classes even further, but also promote the ac-
curacy on head classes. Unlike previous logit adjusting meth-
ods that only concerned about data quantity, ALA Loss tack-
les the long-tailed problem from a more comprehensive, fine-
grained and adaptive perspective. Extensive experimental re-
sults show that our method achieves the state-of-the-art per-
formance on challenging recognition benchmarks, including
ImageNet-LT, iNaturalist 2018, and Places-LT.

Introduction
With the development of deep learning, the computer vi-
sion community has witnessed the immense breakthrough
of visual recognition on the classic benchmarks, such as Im-
ageNet (Russakovsky et al. 2015), COCO (Lin et al. 2014)
and Places (Zhou et al. 2017). In contrast to these artificially
balanced datasets, real-world scenarios usually subject to a
long-tailed label distribution. A few classes (head classes)
contain most of the data, while most classes (tail classes)
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Figure 1: Per-class accuracy of Cross Entropy (CE) method
on ImageNet-LT dataset. The x-axis represents the class in-
dex sorted by the sample number. The y-axis shows the per-
class accuracy. Best view in color and zoom in.

occupy relatively few samples (Liu et al. 2019; Gupta, Dol-
lar, and Girshick 2019). Unfortunately, confronted with such
imbalanced distribution, the performance of these neural
networks is found to degrade notably, especially on tail
classes (Cao et al. 2019; Kang et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2019).

Most existing long-tailed visual recognition methods ad-
dress the problem by emphasizing the optimization on tail
classes. These works can be roughly divided into three
paradigms: re-sampling the training data (Buda, Maki, and
Mazurowski 2018; Chawla et al. 2002; Wallace et al. 2011),
re-weighting the coefficients of loss formulations (Menon
et al. 2013; Cui et al. 2019; Ren et al. 2018) and adjust-
ing the logit (Cao et al. 2019; Tan et al. 2020; Menon et al.
2020). Data re-sampling increases the sampling rate for tail
classes and decreases it for head classes. Loss re-weighting
guides the network to pay more attention to tail samples by
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up-weighting the tail classes and down-weighting the head
classes. Logit adjusting methods subtract a positive adjust-
ing term from logit. This term is usually in reverse propor-
tion to the frequency of each class, which encourages more
optimization on tail classes. They all tackle the long-tailed
problem from the perspective of data quantity, sharing the
same design philosophy: emphasizing more on tail classes,
less on head classes. However, according to our observa-
tions, data quantity is a necessary but insufficient condition.

As shown in Figure 1, we plot the accuracy of each class
on ImageNet-LT (Liu et al. 2019), which is split by the num-
ber of training instances into few (1-20), medium (20-100)
and many (>100) classes. It is noticeable that although there
is a certain correlation between accuracy and data quantity in
general, it is not absolute from the perspective of each class.
For instance, class “Appenzeller” and “Black Swan” belong
to the head and tail classes respectively. For “Black Swan”,
despite comprising relatively few samples, it has high ac-
curacy. After searching all the bird group, we find that the
characteristic of black swan is so distinct and discriminative,
such as the black feather, the slender neck and the red beak,
so that it can be easily distinguished. However, for “Appen-
zeller”, even with sufficient samples, it still leads to a poor
accuracy. The indistinct property and high semantic simi-
larity with other classes (such as “EntleBucher”) reduce its
differentiability in the feature space, which greatly increases
the risk of misclassification. The above observations indi-
cate that larger regularization is not needed for tail yet easy
classes (like “Black Swan”), but is urgent for head yet hard
classes (like “Appenzeller”).

To further shed light on the drawback of only focusing
on data quantity, we also present specific comparison of ac-
curacy between Cross Entropy (CE) and LDAM (Cao et al.
2019). LDAM is a prominent and effective method for long-
tailed classification. It modifies the initial loss of CE by logit
adjustment, but only from the perspective of data quantity.
As shown in the accuracy histogram of Figure 1, for the
tail yet easy class “Black Swan” (in the upper right corner),
the accuracy of CE is good enough (0.8). Although LDAM
indeed has slight promotion (0.8 to 0.84), the gain is just
marginal. In contrast, for the head yet hard class “Appen-
zeller” (in the lower left corner), CE achieves bad perfor-
mance (0.47). Under this situation, LDAM deteriorates the
performance severely (0.47 to 0.18).

Based on these observations, we propose a novel Adap-
tive Logit Adjustment Loss (ALA Loss), which encourages
more regularization on not only tail classes (including all
the instances in tail classes), but also hard instances (in both
head and tail classes). The adjusting term of ALA Loss is
composed of two complementary factors: 1) quantity fac-
tor, which pays more attention to tail classes; 2) difficulty
factor, which adaptively regularizes more on hard instances
in the training process by binding with the value of logit.
The synergy of the two factors can advance the performance
on tail classes even further. More importantly, it mitigates
the under-optimization on the hard samples of head classes,
which promotes the accuracy on head classes at the same
time. As we intended, compared to logit adjusting method
LDAM, ALA Loss achieves better results on both the tail

class “Black Swan” and the head class “Appenzeller” in Fig-
ure 1.

The contributions of our work can be summarized as fol-
lows:

1. We develop a novel Adaptive Logit Adjustment Loss
(ALA Loss), which contains a quantity factor and a dif-
ficulty factor. ALA Loss works in a more comprehen-
sive and fine-grained way. To be specific, previous meth-
ods only regularize more on tail classes. In comparison,
ALA Loss takes both the quantity and difficulty of data
into consideration, adjusting from the perspective of both
class level and instance level. Supplemented with our dif-
ficulty factor, the over-optimization on tail yet easy and
under-optimization on head yet hard instances can be ef-
ficaciously alleviated.

2. We propose to adaptively apply regularization in the
training process. Specifically, previous methods employ
prior data quantity related to class frequency for logit ad-
justment. Our adjusting term takes a step further by adap-
tively choose which instances to regularize based on the
value of the predicted logit. It can make the learning pro-
cess more efficient, and boost the performance of both
tail classes and hard samples.

3. We conduct extensive and comprehensive experiments.
ALA Loss shows consistent and significant improve-
ments on three challenging large-scale long-tailed
datasets, including ImageNet-LT, iNaturalist 2018 and
Places-LT.

Related Works
Long-Tailed Classification
Existing techniques for long-tailed classification mainly in-
volves data re-sampling (Chawla et al. 2002; Han, Wang,
and Mao 2005; Drumnond 2003), loss modifying (Cui et al.
2019; Khan et al. 2017; Cao et al. 2019; Ren et al. 2018;
Lin et al. 2017), knowledge transferring (Yin et al. 2019;
Liu et al. 2019) and network structure designing (Kang et al.
2019; Zhou et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2020).

As for data re-sampling, two common techniques are:
over-sampling (Chawla et al. 2002; Han, Wang, and Mao
2005) for tail classes and under-sampling (Drumnond 2003)
for head classes. As for loss modifying, it can be roughly
classified into re-weighting based (Cui et al. 2019; Ren et al.
2018; Shu et al. 2019; Lin et al. 2017) and logit adjusting
based (Cao et al. 2019; Tan et al. 2020; Menon et al. 2020)
methods. Apart from the aforementioned strategies, knowl-
edge transferring usually occurs from head to tail classes
and the knowledge can be intra-class variance (Yin et al.
2019) or semantic feature (Liu et al. 2019). Recently, the
methods of network structure designing also show promis-
ing success. Kang et al. (2019) proposes a commonly used
two-stage training strategy. Xiang, Ding, and Han (2020);
Zhou et al. (2020); Wang et al. (2020) introduce multi-expert
structure into long-tailed problem, sharing the same princi-
ple of divide-and-conquer. In this paper, we mainly focus on
the simple but efficient logit adjusting losses, which can be
easily integrated into other methods.
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Logit Adjustment
Logit adjusting based loss is first proposed in face recog-
nition (Liu et al. 2016, 2017; Wang et al. 2018a,b; Deng
et al. 2019), which encourages larger inter-class margin and
enforces extra intra-class compactness. LDAM (Cao et al.
2019) introduces this idea to long-tailed recognition for the
first time, and proposes a class-dependent adjusting term to
enlarge margins for tail classes. Equalization Loss (Tan et al.
2020) applies logit adjustment to alleviate the overwhelmed
discouraging gradients from head to tail classes in the field
of object detection. Logit Adjust (Menon et al. 2020) ana-
lyzes from Fisher consistency and proposes a general form
for logit adjustment. Among them, LDAM is a prominent
and effective method for long-tailed classification, so we
take it as the baseline of logit adjusting losses.

Method
As shown in Figure 1, for long-tailed recognition, the quan-
tity and difficulty of data are two intertwined and equally
crucial part. Based on this observation, we propose Adap-
tive Logit Adjustment Loss (ALA Loss), which consists of
two complementary factors, i.e., quantity factor and diffi-
culty factor.

Preliminary
We first revisit the widely used softmax Cross-Entropy (CE)
loss:

LCE(y, fθ(x)) = −log(σCE(y, fθ(x))),

σCE(y, fθ(x)) =
efθ(x)[y]∑C
j=1 e

fθ(x)[j]
,

(1)

where x is the input instance, y ∈ {1, 2, · · · , C} is
the corresponding target class. C is the total number of
classes. fθ(x)[j] is the predicted logit of the j-th class.
σCE(y, fθ(x)) is the predicted probability of the classifier.

Next, we review logit adjusting losses in the field of
long-tailed recognition. The common methods (Cao et al.
2019; Menon et al. 2020; Tan et al. 2020) tackle the long-
tailed classification by subtracting a positive adjusting term
A ∈ RC from logit fθ(x). Therefore, the formulation of
logit adjusting loss can be written as:

LLA(y, fθ(x),A) = −log(σLA(y, fθ(x),A)),

σLA(y, fθ(x),A) =
efθ(x)[y]−A[y]∑C
j=1 e

fθ(x)[j]−A[j]
,

(2)

Furthermore, the gradients of the loss LLA on the logit
fθ(x) can be formulated as:

∂LLA
∂fθ(x)

=

{
σLA(y, fθ(x)[y],A[y])− 1, for j = y,

σLA(y, fθ(x)[j],A[j]), for j 6= y,
(3)

In previous works, A is only related to the data quan-
tity. Specifically, it is a class-dependent term and nega-
tively related to the number of samples in each class (Cao
et al. 2019; Tan et al. 2020; Menon et al. 2020). To fur-
ther shed light on the effect of logit adjusting losses, we
analyze it from the perspective of gradient. According to

Equation (3), for the target class y, the gradient on logit
is σLA(y, fθ(x)[y],A[y]) − 1. For two samples with the
same logit, denoting fθ(x)[yh] as the logit for the sam-
ple from head classes and fθ(x)[yt] for the one from tail
classes, fθ(x)[yh] = fθ(x)[yt]. However, A[yh] < A[yt],
thus σLA(yh, fθ(x),A) > σLA(yt, fθ(x),A). Because of
σLA(y, fθ(x)[y],A)− 1 < 0, thus

∣∣∣ ∂LLA∂fθ(x)

∣∣∣
yh
<
∣∣∣ ∂LLA∂fθ(x)

∣∣∣
yt

.

It means that, for two samples with the same logit, the one
from tail classes will get a larger scale of gradient than that
from head classes, making the model focus more on tail
classes.

ALA Loss
Previous logit adjusting methods can effectively ameliorate
the long-tailed situation from the perspective of data quan-
tity. However, there are still some limitations. As shown in
Figure 1, the over-optimization on tail yet easy and under-
optimization on head yet hard samples are urgent issues to
be settled. Therefore, we propose ALA Loss, whose form is
the same as common logit adjusting losses shown in Equa-
tion (2), but the adjusting term A is not only related to the
data quantity but also correlated with the instance difficulty.
ALA Loss designs A as the combination of a difficulty fac-
tor (DF ) and a quantity factor (QF ), as

AALA = DF · QF , (4)
We will discuss the difficulty factor and quantity factor in
detail, respectively.

Difficulty Factor (DF). DF is an instance-specific term,
which aims to make the model pay more attention to hard in-
stances. Since hard instances are those with worse predicted
results, the design principle is that DF should be negatively
related to the target prediction. Predicted logit and probabil-
ity can both be utilized as the signal to measure the difficulty.
We empirically find logit works better. The reason behind it
is two folds: 1) Due to softmax, the predicted probability is
sharper compared with the corresponding logit, which will
lead to a over-large or over-small adjusting term. 2) The pre-
dicted logit have the same form with the original logit to be
adjusted, which is more consistent and coherent.

However, as the value range of logit is unknown, it is hard
to design the specific formulation of DF . Therefore, we re-
strict fθ(x) to [−1, 1] by weight normalization and feature
normalization following LDAM. Specifically, we make the
following transformations to fθ(xi). xi is the i-th sample
and it belongs to the j-th class:

fθ(xi) :=WT
j xi + bj

:= ‖Wj‖ ‖xi‖ cos θij // by setting bj = 0

:= ‖xi‖ cos θij // by weight normalization
:= cos θij // by feature normalization

(5)

Taking above transformations and design principle into con-
sideration together,DF is designed negatively related to the
value of cos θij . At the same time, the value range of DF is
restricted to [0, 1]. Then the formulation of DF is designed
as:

DF =
1− cos θiy

2
, (6)
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Figure 2: Comparison between LDAM and the QF term in
ALA loss.

Note that we detach the gradient of cos θiy .
To further understand DF , we give a more intuitive inter-

preting way. θij denotes the angle between xi andWj . Since
Wj is generally considered as the target center of the j-th
class (Deng et al. 2019), θiy represents the angle between xi
and its target class center, which is preferred to be as small as
possible. For easy samples, θiy tends to be small, and cos θiy
tends to be large, which is vice versa for hard samples. Fol-
lowing Equation (6), hard samples get more regularization
than easy samples by our DF , which brings improvements
for discriminative learning.

Quantity Factor (QF ). DF effectively makes the model
focus more on hard instances, including those in tail classes.
However, it is not enough. A further consideration is that
instances in the same class jointly contribute to learn the
representation and determine the classifier boundary. Hard
samples in head classes can benefit from other samples of
the same class due to the large number of samples, while
hard samples in tail classes benefit less due to the lack of
data samples in tail classes.

Therefore, we design a class-dependent term QF to bet-
ter combine with DF , making the network focus more on
tail classes. The design principle is similar with previous
logit adjusting losses: QF should be negatively related
to the data quantity. However, different from the common
power function (1/xn) used in other methods (Cao et al.
2019; Menon et al. 2020), we empirically find log function
(1/ log(x + 1)) is a better selection, which applies stronger
regularization for tail classes.

Denoting S = {S1, S2, ..., SC} as a set of sample number
for each class, QF is formulated as following:

QF =
1

log(
Sj

minS + 1)
, (7)

where Sj is normalized by the minimum number of samples
minS following LDAM. Obviously,QF is class-dependent,
whose value is larger for tail classes with smaller Sj .

To further demonstrate the new function form of QF is
essential, we intuitively show the comparison of our QF
with LDAM in Figure 2. It can be clearly seen that QF as-
signs larger adjusting term to tail classes, which can boost
the performance of them. The experimental results in Sec-
tion verify that QF is a more appropriate complementary
term for DF .

Final Formation. Following LDAM (Cao et al. 2019), we
only adjust the target logit, which means A[j] = 0 when
j 6= y, and we also re-scale the logit by the same constant s.
Thus the final fomulation of our ALA Loss is

LALA = − log
es(fθ(x)[y]−A

ALA)

es(fθ(x)[y]−AALA) +
∑C
j 6=y e

sfθ[j]
. (8)

Note that the design principle for DF is to be negatively
related to the instance difficulty, and for QF is to be nega-
tively related to the data quantity. Our formulations are de-
signed following the motivation of being simple and practi-
cal. Other forms that conform to the principles are also suit-
able.

Advantages over Previous Methods
In summary, two appealing properties of ALA Loss make it
stand out among previous logit adjusting losses.

1) ALA Loss is comprehensive and fine-grained. The DF
term in ALA Loss considers from the perspective of instance
difficulty, which alleviates the over-optimization on tail yet
easy and under-optimization on head yet hard instances. For
theQF term in ALA Loss, its design principle is the same as
previous logit adjusting methods. However, we redesign the
function to assign larger adjustments on tail classes, which
makes it more suitable to integrate with DF .

2) ALA Loss is adaptive. Similar to previous meth-
ods (Cao et al. 2019; Menon et al. 2020), QF tackles the
long-tailed recognition only considering the prior data quan-
tity. In contrast, DF is related with the predicted logit,
taking the dynamic status of training process into account.
Consequently, our ALA Loss can adaptively focus on those
poorly performing instances at present by giving them larger
regularization, which is more rational and effective.

Experiments
Dataset
To evaluate the effectiveness and generality of our method,
we conduct a series of experiments on three widely used
large-scale long-tailed datasets: ImageNet-LT, iNaturalist
2018 and Places-LT.

ImageNet-LT. The ImageNet-LT (Liu et al. 2019) dataset
is an artificially sampled subset of ImageNet-2012 (Deng
et al. 2009), with 115.8K images. In this dataset, the overall
number of classes is 1,000, while the maximum and mini-
mum number of samples per class are 1,280 and 5, respec-
tively.

iNaturalist 2018. The iNaturalist 2018 (Van Horn et al.
2018) dataset is a real-world imbalanced dataset, with
437.5K images. The overall number of classes is 8,142, with
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Method Top-1 Accuracy @ R-50 Top-1 Accuracy @ X-50
Many Medium Few All Many Medium Few All

Cross Entropy † 64.0 33.8 5.8 41.6 65.9 37.5 7.7 44.4
Focal Loss ‡ - - - - 64.3 37.1 8.2 43.7
OLTR ‡ - - - - 51.0 40.8 20.8 41.9
Decouple-LWS † 57.1 45.2 29.3 47.7 60.2 47.2 30.3 49.9
DisAlign † 59.9 49.9 31.8 51.3 61.5 50.7 33.1 52.6

Casual Norm ‡ - - - - 62.7 48.8 31.6 51.8
Balanced softmax ‡ - - - - 62.2 48.8 29.8 51.4
PC softmax ‡ - - - - 60.4 46.7 23.8 48.9
LADE ‡ - - - - 62.3 49.3 31.2 51.9
Logit Adjust (loss) - - - 51.0 - - - -
LDAM + DRW ∗ 61.8 47.2 31.4 50.7 62.9 47.5 31.9 51.3

ALA Loss 62.4 49.1 35.7 52.4 64.1 49.9 34.7 53.3

Table 1: Top-1 accuracy on the test set of ImageNet-LT equipped with ResNet50 (R-50) and ResNeXt50 (X-50). The superscript
† denotes that the results are from DisAlign (Zhang et al. 2021), ‡ are from LADE (Hong et al. 2021) and ∗means our reproduced
results. The lower part from Causal Norm to LDAM + DRW are the logit adjusting methods.

Method Many Medium Few All
Cross Entropy † 72.2 63.0 57.2 61.7
CB-Focal ‡ - - - 61.1
Decouple-LWS † 65.0 66.3 65.5 65.9
BBN † 49.4 70.8 65.3 66.3
DisAlign † - - - 67.8

Casual Norm ‡ - - - 63.9
Balanced Softmax ‡ - - - 69.8
PC Softmax ‡ - - - 69.3
LADE ‡ - - - 70.0
LDAM + DRW ‡ - - - 68.0

ALA Loss 71.3 70.8 70.4 70.7

Table 2: Top-1 accuracy on the validation set of iNaturalist
2018 with ResNet-50. † indicates that the results are from
DisAlign. ‡ indicates that the results are from LADE.

the maximum and minimum number of samples per class as
1,000 and 2, respectively.

Places-LT. The Places-LT (Liu et al. 2019) dataset is a
long-tailed subset of the dataset Places (Zhou et al. 2017),
with 62.5K images. It consists of 365 categories, the samples
of each class ranging from 5 to 4,980.

Experimental Setting
Implementation Details. For ImageNet-LT, ResNet-50 and
ResNeXt-50 (32x4d) (He et al. 2016) are adopted as back-
bones. And we mainly use ResNeXt-50 for ablation stud-
ies. The batch size is set as 256 with an initial learning rate
of 0.1 and a weight decay of 0.0005. For iNaturalist 2018,
ResNet-50 is used as the backbone. And the batch size is set
as 512 with an initial learning rate of 0.2 and a weight de-
cay of 0.0002. For Places-LT, we utilize ResNet-152 as the
backbone and pretrain it on the full ImageNet dataset fol-

Method Many Medium Few All
Cross Entropy † 45.7 27.3 8.2 30.2
Focal Loss † 41.1 34.8 22.4 34.6
Range Loss † 41.1 35.4 23.2 35.1
OLTR † 44.7 37.0 25.3 35.9
Feature Aug † 42.8 37.5 22.7 36.4
Decouple-LWS † 40.6 39.1 28.6 37.6
DisAlign † 40.4 42.4 30.1 39.3

Causal Norm ‡ 23.8 35.8 40.4 32.4
Balanced Softmax ‡ 42.0 39.3 30.5 38.6
PC Softmax ‡ 43.0 39.1 29.6 38.7
LADE ‡ 42.8 39.0 31.2 38.8

ALA Loss 43.9 40.1 32.9 40.1

Table 3: Top-1 accuracy on the test set of Places-LT with
ResNet-152. † indicates that the results are from DisAlign. ‡
indicates that the results are from LADE.

lowing (Hong et al. 2021) for fair comparison.

All networks are trained on 2 Tesla V100 GPUs, 90
epochs for ImageNet-LT and iNaturalist 2018, while 30
epochs for Places-LT. The scale factor s in Equation (8) is
set to 30 by default. And we use the same training strategies
as LDAM (Cao et al. 2019) .

Evaluation Protocol. All networks are trained on the
long-tailed training datasets, and then evaluated on the cor-
responding balanced validation or test datasets. Top-1 accu-
racy is used as the evaluation metric, in the form of percent-
ages. In order to better analyze the performance on classes of
different data frequency, we report the accuracy on four class
subsets according to the number of training instances in each
class: Many-shot (>100), Medium-shot (20-100), Few-shot
(1-20) and All as in (Liu et al. 2019).
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LDAM DF QF Many Medium Few All
Cross Entropy (CE) 7 7 7 65.9 37.5 7.7 44.4

LDAM 3 7 7 62.9 47.5 31.9 51.3
DF 7 3 7 64.7 47.3 28.6 51.5
QF 7 7 3 61.4 47.7 33.0 51.0

DF · ALDAM 3 3 7 63.5 48.4 31.9 52.0
DF · QF (ALA Loss) 7 3 3 64.1 49.9 34.7 53.3

Table 4: Ablation studies for ALA Loss. Results on the test set of ImageNet-LT with ResNeXt-50. The first line is the results of
Cross Entropy (CE); the last line is our ALA Loss. DF denotes the difficulty factor in Equation (6). QF denotes the quantity
factor in Equation (7).

Main Results

In this section, we present the performance of our method
and compare with previous state-of-the-art works. The re-
sults on ImageNet-LT, iNaturalist 2018 and Places-LT are
shown in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 respectively.

Experimental Results on ImageNet-LT. As shown in Ta-
ble 1, we have the following observations: 1) ALA Loss
achieves superior performance than existing methods on
both networks. Comparing with the state-of-the-art method
DisAlign, ALA Loss gets 1.1% accuracy gain on ResNet50
and 0.7% gain on ResNeXt50. 2) Comparing with other
logit adjusting losses: Logit Adjust (Menon et al. 2020) and
LDAM, ALA Loss gets better results on all the three subsets,
showing the full range of advantages of our method. 3) Un-
like other methods that improve tail classes at the sacrifice of
head classes, our method not only achieves better results on
tail classes, but also improves significantly on head classes,
and achieves comparable results to Cross Entropy (CE), ow-
ing to the proposed Difficulty Factor.

Experimental Results on iNaturalist 2018. As shown in
Table 2, ALA Loss achieves better results than other meth-
ods on this real-world long-tailed dataset, showing the ef-
fectiveness of our method. Remarkably, ALA Loss obtains
nearly equal result on all three subsets, which is a rather
ideal result for long-tailed visual recognition (Wang et al.
2020). Most of the existing methods improve the results of
tail classes at the expense of head classes, while our method
takes both into consideration.

Experimental Results on Places-LT. As shown in Ta-
ble 3, ALA Loss again outperforms other methods, espe-
cially on many- and few-shot subsets. Compared with other
logit adjusting methods: from Casual Norm to LADE, ALA
Loss achieves promising results, with 0.9% gain on the
many- and 0.8% gain on the medium-shot. For the few-shot,
ALA Loss achieves the best result other than Casual Norm.
Casual Norm applies the post-hoc logit adjustment in the
phase of inference. It can boost the accuracy of tail, how-
ever at the expense of head classes. Quantity and Difficulty
Factor both contribute to the improvements of the few-shot
subset, while the results of many-shot subset are mainly at-
tributed to the Difficulty Factor.

Ablation Study
Quantitative analysis. In this section, a series of experi-
ments are conducted to examine the effect of each compo-
nent in ALA Loss. According to the results shown in Table 4,
we have the following observations:

1) DF aims to optimize hard instances in all subsets,
which can boost the performance of both head and tail
classes, improving the long-tailed classification to a certain
extent. Compared with CE, DF achieves considerable bet-
ter results on both medium- and few-shot subsets, with only
a slight decline on many-shot subset. Moreover, it even out-
performs data quantity based adjusting method LDAM and
QF , indicating the advantage of tackling the long-tailed
problem from the fine-grained perspective of instance dif-
ficulty.

2) QF performs better on tail classes than LDAM. The
comparison between LDAM and QF reveals that our pro-
posed quantity factor term is able to achieve comparable
overall performances as LDAM. What’s more, on the few-
shot subset,QF brings significant gains, which is consistent
with the analysis in Figure 2.

3) DF performs better on the many-shot subset, while
LDAM and QF get higher accuracy on the few-shot sub-
set. It is consistent with our design principle. That is: DF
focus more on hard samples, since it tackles the long-tailed
problem from the perspective of instance difficulty.QF and
LDAM pay more attention to tail classes, since they are only
related with the data quantity.

4) Both QF and LDAM can be further boosted when
combined with our DF . According to the results shown in
Table 4, the combination setting DF ·QF achieves the best
result, and other settings like DF · ALDAM also performs
better than using either only.

Qualitative analysis In this section, we conduct two qual-
itative analysis to characterize our ALA Loss intuitively and
comprehensively. Concretely, we further visualize and an-
alyze the advantage of ALA Loss from the perspective of
probability and adaptability.

Probability analysis. To intuitively reflect the advantages
of our ALA Loss over data quantity based logit adjusting
methods, we conduct an experiment to compare ALA Loss
with CE and LDAM. According to the results shown in Fig-
ure 3, we roughly consider those samples with predicted
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Figure 3: The predicted probability distributions for each class subset among CE, LDAM and ALA Loss. The x-axis represents
the sample index, which is sorted by the predicted probability. There are more hard samples when the curve goes to the right.
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(b) QF
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(c) AALA = DF ∗ QF

Figure 4: Adjusting curves ofDF ,QF andAALA in the training process. In order to compare the difference on Many / Medium
/ Few, the value denotes the average adjusting terms in the same subset.

probabilities < 0.2 as hard samples, and those > 0.8 as
easy samples. It is worth noticing that: 1) For the medium-
and few-shot subsets shown in Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(c),
both LDAM and ALA Loss can significantly improve the
predicted probabilities compared with CE; 2) For the many-
shot subset shown in Figure 3(a), LDAM has much more
hard samples than CE, while ALA Loss alleviates the ex-
cessive hard samples caused by LDAM. Compared with
LDAM, ALA Loss promotes the probabilities of hard sam-
ples, which increases their possibility of being correctly
classified. Again, from the perspective of probability, it ver-
ifies that our method does not need to excessively sacrifice
the performance of head classes in exchange for the promo-
tion of tail classes.

Adaptability analysis. We also visualize the trend of ad-
justing term in the training process in Figure 4. We discuss
it from three aspects:

Firstly, as shown in Figure 4(a), we obtain the following
observations about DF :

1) From head to tail classes, the adjusting term increases
gradually, which indicates that the proportion of hard sam-
ples in tail is larger than head classes. It can be verified by
the ablation experiments in Table 4: DF bring significant
performance gains for tail classes compared with CE.

2) DF adaptively changes as the performance of network
fluctuates in the training process, and gets smaller with the
optimization of the network.

Secondly, as shown in Figure 4(b), QF keeps unchanged

in the whole training process, encouraging larger regulariza-
tion for tail classes.

Lastly, as shown in Figure 4(c), AALA adjusts more on
the few-shot subset. But the relative difference between the
adjusting term of head and tail classes shrinks compared
with QF in Figure 4(b), which can alleviate the under-
optimization for head yet hard and over-optimization for tail
yet easy instances.

Conclusion
In this work, we analyze the issues behind the existing
methods for long-tailed classification and propose to re-
visit this problem from the perspective of not only data
quantity but also instance difficulty. Our analysis shows
that: it is unreasonable for previous logit adjusting meth-
ods to simply regularize more on tail classes, which leads to
the over-optimization on tail yet easy instances and under-
optimization on head yet hard instances. Therefore, we pro-
pose an Adaptive Logit Adjustment (ALA) loss that contains
a difficulty factor to focus the model more on hard instances
and a quantity factor to make the model pay more attention
to tail classes. Extensive and comprehensive experimental
results show that our method outperforms the existing SOTA
methods on three widely used large-scale long-tailed bench-
marks including ImageNet-LT, iNaturalist 2018 and Places-
LT. We will also apply the proposed ALA Loss to the long-
tailed object detection and instance segmentation datasets in
the future work.
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